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Big Picture Overview 

In this special update we’ll go over the big picture counts as those have changed significantly over the past weeks 

and months. 

As you may recall we were bearish in February when OEW, which we follow and also practice (besides regular EWT), 

announced the end of the bull market. Clearly that was a wrong call, and since we’ve realized and learned the flaws 

of OEW. Like any other method on Wall Street none is perfect, 100% accurate, or 100% reliable. Neither is even our 

A.I. buy/sell indicator, which in February didn’t even given an ideal buy signal, but it did last week. As such, only 

relying on one method will get you killed. This is nothing against OEW in particular, rather a learning and observation. 

It’s a very valuable tool that belongs in our tool kit, just like anything else; such as EWT, TA, TIs, market breadth, etc.  

Moving on to the charts, we will present 3 counts, all leading to more upside. We do not see a long term bearish 

count at the moment until proven otherwise (i.e. move below SPX2040).  

Figure 1 has the most bullish count, while Figure 2 shows the 1st alternate count, which is less bullish; whereas Figure 

3 shows the 2nd alternate count which is least bullish,  
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The most bullish count has the market in major 5 of Primary III. We see no reason why this count is not valid, as it 

accounts for all waves. However, given that major 2 was larger then Primary I (see for wave labels here), it does bake 

the question if it is the most correct count. Regardless, we wanted to show it and since it is the most bullish count, 

we show it first. This of course means that once Primary III has topped, Primary IV and V are still left.  

Figure 1: Major 5 of Primary III underway. 
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The 2nd most bullish count is our “regular”, Primary V is underway count. This count applies several OEW techniques 

and also here we see no reason why this count is not valid. It does seem to fit better given where many individual 

stocks, as well as other assets, monthly technical indicators are. 

This count of course means that once Primary V of Cycle 1 has topped we will see the anticipated much larger 

correction. But, for now (media) sentiment is still too bearish. We want to see the market already in a bear while 

everybody still says everything is still A-OK… (Remember Former Treasury Secretary Henry Paulson stating in August 

2007 – two months before the market topped- “U.S. subprime mortgage fallout remains largely contained due to 

the strongest global economy in decades”… we all know what happened) 

Figure 2: Major 3 of Primary V underway. 

 

Please note that from this weekly chart using simple symmetry we can deduct that the break above SPX2100 leads 

to SPX2300 as price congestion was in the SPX2000-2100 zone. It fell to ~SPX1800 and the downside difference 

(2000-1800=200p) can be added to the upside breakout: 2100+200=2300. 
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The 3rd and least bullish count was shown in last week’s update and sports the Ending Diagonal Triangle for Primary 

V (or major 5). Why either wave degree? Because both are valid and because EDTs often occur in 5th waves 

(regardless of wave degree).  

More importantly, also this count targets around SPX2300, but it will mean the advance will be more overlapping 

(targeting 2175-2200, falling back to 2100, then advancing again). We can’t know for sure if this count is the operable 

one, but we wanted to show it as it is valid.  

Figure 2: Major 3 of Primary V, or major 5 of Primary III underway, but either way it’s forming an EDT. 

 

 

 

Please note the orange ovals showing similar monthly candle sticks during the current bull and leading in both 

prior cases to considerable upside. 
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